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DRIVING WORLD
CLASS BUISNESS
More than 250 industrial & 

trading facilities around 
the world.



Who We Are
Future Solutions Company for Consultancy and Projects Development, located in 
the United Arab Emirates with branches of its international offices (Barcelona/Spain, 
Guangzhou/China, Cairo/Egypt), has years of extensive experience in the industrial, 
commercial, service, medical, agricultural, entertainment, and tourism industries. It 
was established in 2009 as a result of the founder's efforts, Mr. Mohammed Hamdi 
Mohammed Hasan, with his complete belief in the necessity of creating a conceptual 
shift in the business environment in the Gulf region and the Middle East in a way that 
maintains synchronization with developments in the USA, Europe, and China. Future 
Solutions Company contracts with more than 27 business advisors with multiple 
academic specializations and from multiple nationalities to provide the expertise of its 
consultants to its clients in an effective way to control investment risk. Future Solutions 
has contributed exclusively and partially to the setup and development of the industrial, 
commercial, and marketing performance of more than 250 government and private 
organizations around the world. Through its specialized technical and commercial 
advisory team, Future Solutions draws up strategic plans for projects professionally and 
builds them to achieve ideal production, operation, and quality at the best possible 
cost to keep up with the market by pricing products and services that are preferable 
to the consumer in terms of value for the product or service and superior to similar 
competing products and services in different markets. To achieve maximum profitable 
value for the facility at lower operating costs. Future Solutions Company has extended 
relationships with brand owners worldwide to create commercial representation 
partnerships (franchises) in various investment sectors.
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Our
Message

Our
Vision

Our
Goals

Achieving the most productive strategic values of 
business, by providing comprehensive feasibility 
studies for it.

Create strategic partnerships with investors and 
entrepreneurs, building collaborative channels.

Building businesses and projects with the latest 
technologies and strategic plans to achieve growth.
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Why Choosing Future Solutions?

Free
Consultations:
We offer free consultations over the phone or by visiting our 
offices regarding the feasibility of your new project or discussing 
the development of existing projects.

Growing & Scale Up
Businesses:
To grow Businesses with strategies of increasing revenues while 
minimizing costs, effectively improving profit margin.

Certified
Expert:
Our experts have a global experience in various business sectors 
to provide the business success keys and maintain growth.

7/24 Premium
Support:
To follow up on businesses with our clients globally to provide 
solutions during project studies, set-up, and operation to ensure 
efficiency and stability.
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With over 12 years of 
experience supporting 

business to get comprehensive 
solutions.

GUARANTEED
RESULTS

More than 250 
industrial & trading facilities 

around the world.

DRIVING WORLD
CLASS BUISNESS

By making specialized 
studies in reducing operating 

and production costs.

RAISE TO
ROOF

Along with detailed 
timetable to control the 
implementation stages.

ITS WHAT
WE DO!

By providing 
strategical plans for private 

companies and government’s 
institutions.

WE BUILD
TOMORROW
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In our business group at Future Solutions Company for Consultancy and Projects 
Development, we always strive, through operating systems and their marketing and 
technical tools, to focus on ways to protect the environment and preserve the planet 
and to contribute effectively to reducing the effects of climate change and its causes. 
Accordingly, we always plan to demonstrate the values through our objects to preserve 
them together and by consolidating our efforts together. A safe life and environment 
are a shared societal responsibility for all humanity, which is represented in:
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Environment

Reducing paper 
waste, doing 
business 
electronically, 
and encouraging 
people to not 
print letters.

Providing filtered 
water reduces the 
use of plastic

Using LED lighting 
technology to 
reduce energy 
waste and 
operational costs.

Improve air 
quality via indoor 
plants in business 
and residential 
environments.

Limiting travel and 
the possibility of 
completing work 
that requires 
direct meetings 
through modern 
technological 
tools, such as 
video calls, and 
achieving the 
same results, 
which contributes 
to saving cost and 
time and reducing 
carbon emissions.

Encouraging 
working remotely 
to save power 
and reduce 
carbon emissions 
to reduce costs.

Prepare recycling bins to send a message to 
our employees and visitors that we should take 
environmental responsibility seriously, which 
inspires hope and reassurance for everyone.

Shut down computers and related devices after the end-of-duty time, as the studies 
indicate that putting devices in standby or sleep mode consumes energy and is over 
time considered a waste of energy and money.
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Feasibility 
studies

Project
setup

Business
plans

Projects 
evaluations

Projects 
development

Strategic
plans

Environmental 
study

Quality 
certification

Market
survey

Logistics 
consulting

Projects sale
and buy

Legal
consulting

Projects 
financing

Banking procedures 
consulting

Import and 
export consulting

Setup of local 
and international 
companies

Creating joint
venture projects

Legal advice 
and contracts

Future Solutions Professional Services

Projects for Investment
Food Packing 
Plant

PET Preforms 
Factory

PE & PP Plastic 
Caps Factory

Ethanol FactoryAlfalfa Cultivation Detergent Powder 
Production Factory

Medical Supplies 
Products Factory

Medical Waste 
Recycling Company

Trade in 
Agriculture Crops

Pharmaceutical 
Factory
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Our
Professional
Services

Our
Professional
Services



Since the professional and strategic planning of projects ensures the success and 
effectiveness of these projects, the comprehensive feasibility studies for industrial 
projects are the most significant steps for the success of these projects. Therefore, 
before initiating any project, a feasibility study should be carried out for this project 
and the elements of industrial production should be studied accurately. These 
elements are termed as "M'S 10", since all of them start with the letter M:

Comprehensive Feasibility Studies
for Industrial Projects

MAN MACHINEMATERIAL 

MARKETMANAGEMENTMONEY

METHOD

MEASUREMENT,
INSPECTION

MODE'
SPECIFICATION

MAINTENANCE
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Future Solutions Company for Consultancy & Business Development has years 
of experience in industrial projects, and it has contributed to the establishment 
and development of the industrial and marketing performance of more than 
250 industrial facilities for manufacturing industries around the world, utilizing a 
specialized consultant team with professionally plotted, strategic scientific plans 
to achieve highest standards of production and quality at the best possible cost, 
and to cope with the market by pricing products to be more advantageous before 
the consumer in terms of value versus product, reaching with these products to the 
superiority among their counterparts in different markets, furthermore, to maximize 
the profitability of the facility with lower operating costs.
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The Methodology of Industrial
Feasibility Studies is Built in
Two Phases:

Phase one: 
Our specialist consultants provide free consultation to 
the investor on the right decision regarding the feasibility 
of the industrial project idea and whether it is worthy 
of a comprehensive feasibility study, or advice not to 
invest in the proposed project by presenting data and 
information on the project to be initiated based on the 
proposed geographical location and the capital allocated 
for investment.

Phase Two:
Providing a comprehensive feasibility study for industrial 
projects in a modern and professional manner, keeping 
pace with the latest technologies, marketing tools, modern 
presentation and identity building and brand creation 
methods.
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The Feasibility Studies for Business Projects is considered a major and significant centerpiece 
in the initiation or expansion phase of modern commercial projects. The feasibility study 
aims at analyzing the best methods to found a project, so as to maintain the invested capital 
and seek the most profitable returns. In this context, Future Solutions for Consultancy 
& Business Development, through its advisory team, introduce the ideal and modern 
mechanisms for the feasibility studies of commercial projects within contemporary scientific 
bases, which include:

Comprehensive Feasibility Ftudies for
Medical, Agricultural, Commercial
and Service Projects:

Project operational
studies

Project administrative
studies

Vision on the
project idea

Project financial
studies

Marketing studies
and mechanisms

Target market
analysis studies
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Future Solutions offers the most advanced technical and financial solutions for the project 
implementation, starting from the phase following the professional feasibility study of 
a project to the project final products, by providing the investor with detailed plans 
for the project(s), along with detailed timetables for implementation, detailed studies 
of all implementation stages. Then comes the direct supervision on implementation 
of the project until reaching the experimental production. Furthermore, coordination 
with the investor regarding the visits of suppliers; signing of contracts for the purchase 
of production lines, raw materials, etc. on a world scale; doing the needed inspection 
of equipment and machinery on suppliers' site before proceeding into shipping to the 
investor to confirm compliance with the terms of purchase contracts; doing technical 
equipment studies for the project site and the necessary work tools; human resources 
studies; quality and quality certificates; chemical compositions; operating costs; and 
product costs, etc.

Projects Setup
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Future Solutions for Consultancy & Projects Development offers professional Business 
plan studies through its advisory team for industrial, commercial, service, medical, and 
agricultural projects. The most important items of the action plan that can be provided 
to the investor are:

Business Plans

Examining potential 
possibilities for financing, 
implementing and 
marketing the project.

Target market 
study.

Project feasibility 
assessment.

Financial vision of the 
project (capital required 
for investment / period 
of return on investment)

Marketing vision and 
tools for project 
products or services.

Technical vision of 
the project.

Results and 
recommendations 
on the project.
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At Future Solutions, we offer a variety of Evaluation services to our clients, each tailored 
specifically to the needs dictated by the situation. We work with clients on three distinct 
types of evaluation:

Projects Evaluations

Third-Party Evaluation: 
An objective, unbiased and research-driven assessment of a program or par-
ticular intervention. Third-party evaluations are often selected as part of an 
outside funding or legislative accountability requirement and require us to 
keep some distance from the client. There is less negotiation or discussion 
between the client and evaluator during the evaluation process.

Participatory Evaluation:
Collection of process and outcome data informs the implementation of pro-
grams and systems and assists the client as part of planning and evaluation. 
We work closely with the client to ensure that the implementation process 
is aligned with program or project goals, and meet regularly with the client 
and participate in most planning meetings.

Public Engagement Evaluation: 
Highlighting best practices or efforts to be documented and disseminated 
to internal and external audiences. We work with the client to develop 
appropriate criteria that guide the identification of program strategies or 
components to be communicated to interested stakeholders or the public 
at large.
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Future Solutions offers consulting services in the development of current projects, by 
making specialized studies in reducing operating and production costs, and levitation 
of the value of production and sales through modern plans for production operations 
and raising their efficiency in line with the latest technologies adequate for the existing 
investment activity, thereby, contributing to higher profitability for companies.

Projects Development
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Future Solutions, through its consultants specializing in different business areas, provides 
strategic plans for companies, private and government institutions. Strategic planning 
for companies is characterized by the need to validate the reliability of decisions taken, 
as well as continuous supervision and follow-up of the stages of the planning process 
and achievement of the objectives agreed upon by all stakeholders involved in strategic 
planning. The strategic planning represents an integrated vision of companies as it 
includes the concept of the initiative; focuses on efficiency, cooperation, efficiency, 
employment of diverse expertise; and supports all employees to understand the 
objectives of strategic planning to be achieved and market position that companies 
seek. All of this will contribute to the prioritization of the general framework of work 
in these institutions and the design of a deliberate work vision focusing on the future, 
commensurating with the future direction of companies, and articulating an intact vision 
that helps companies achieve their objectives, under a distinguished risk management 
willing to deal with the variables of business environment and anticipate the future 
challenges. The strategic planning of companies contributes to meeting the competitive 
requirements in the business environment and defining the progress achieved by 
companies towards their objectives within the established time frame, reflecting a clear 
and integrated vision of the organizational framework within the institution, and the 
accuracy and clarity of the objectives that distinguish companies from each other and 
reflect the level of administrative organization within the work and the ability to make 
appropriate decisions within the company’s policies.

Strategic Plans
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By analyzing all these factors, officials, scientists and responsible parties can identify the 
alternative that is most likely to provide a comprehensive remedial solution.

Environmental Study

1/ 2/

3/

4/

Environmental Feasibility Study uses 
information gathered and analyzed 
during the Remedial Investigation 
phase to design and then evaluate 
potential remediation alternatives 
for sites. The goal is to find the most 
effective option, preferably one that 
permanently eliminates or reduces 
contamination.

5/Potential consequences of the 
remediation process itself.

7/Statutory compliance.6/Implementation and technical 
reliability.

8/Public opinion and cost.

Overall protection of public 
and environmental health.

Effective reduction of hazardous 
waste toxicity, mobility and 
volume.

Long-term and short-term 
effectiveness.
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ITS WHAT
WE DO!

Along with detailed 
timetable to control the 
implementation stages.



In Future Solutions, we support our customers to achieve quality standards for industrial, 
commercial and service facilities through the implementation of a package of global 
quality systems, which helps facilities to achieve:

Quality Certification

Increasing the demand rate increases the company's profits: 

Increase productivity within the company:

Efficiency Levitation:

Increasing and improving the production quality:

Raising Competitive Advantage:

Raising Awareness:

International Recognition: 

The international ISO standards indicate that the application of the 
ISO quality standard by a company increases the demand for the 
company's services by 30%, as the customers' confidence in the 
company's trademark and quality will be increased.

through the implementation of the reducing waste and cost policy, 
which is an advantage of the application of the ISO Quality System.

Implementing the ISO Quality System increases the efficiency of the 
company management work and increases the productivity of the 
company's employees as well.

The implementation of the ISO Quality System within the company 
increases the company's productivity by more than 20%.

The ISO Quality System raises the competitive advantage of the 
company, which increases the company's customers and profits.

The implementation of the ISO Quality System raises awareness of the 
quality importance among employees within the company.

The implementation of ISO Quality System ensures the international 
recognition of the company's trademark.
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Quality Certificates Offered to
Facilities by Future Solutions:

The most common quality standards, and relate to the 
quality system within the company.

Relate to the Environmental Management System within 
the institution, and helps improve the ecosystem within the 
company and improve the company's efficiency and work.

Relates to the occupational health and safety management 
system within the institution. This standard is globally 
recognized British standard.

Relate to the food safety management system and its 
associated analysis, risks and control points within the 
institution. These standards comply with the Global Food 
Safety Standards and are worldwide recognized.

Relate to the business continuity management system and the 
related planning, maintenance, implementation and control as 
well as how to respond rabidly in emergencies that may occur 
within the institution.

Relate to the management of information security and 
protection and the related design, controls, auditing and 
follow-up.

Relate to the risk management system and rapid response 
to reduce these risks and the related strategies, processes, 
products, services and assets.

ISO
9001:2015

ISO
14001:2015

ISO
18001:OHSAS

ISO
22000

ISO
22301:2019

ISO
27001

ISO
31000:2018
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Future Solutions offers professional market studies and research through contemporary 
market survey theories, made by the advisory and field work teams for any target market 
around the world for specific products in order to provide a comprehensive study model 
containing accurate information and data for the optimal marketing policies, expected sales 
and distribution channels depending on the nature of the markets in question, competitor 
study, market shares, competitive position, characteristics of target markets, etc.. All of that 
data will be analyzed and extrapolated to define the business keys in those markets, and 
make the expected investment decisions about the establishment of new projects or the 
development of existing projects.

Market Survey
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For service request, please contact the administration through the website 
contact form, or: Send an e-mail with the request details and contact the relevant 
department at:

Logistics Consulting

+971 50 222 8494 
+44 7458 933523
info@fsccd.com

If you desire to purchase or sell existing projects, please contact the administration 
through the website contact form or: Send an e-mail with the request details and 
contact the relevant department at:

Projects Sale and Buy

+971 50 222 8494 
+44 7458 933523
info@fsccd.com

Future Solutions offers its customers a comprehensive range of legal consulting 
services for business as well as legal contracts for business and local and 
international business partnerships. For service request, please contact the 
administration through the website contact form, or:

Legal Consulting

+971 50 222 8494 
+44 7458 933523
info@fsccd.com
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Other
Services
Other
Services
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Through extensive relationships with investors and intellectual property owners around 
the world, Future Solutions managed to have a unique database of investors who desire 
to finance distinguished projects in partnership with intellectual property owners of these 
projects with share allocation. Future Solutions also has many private intellectual property 
projects, whose owners desire to invest them with funded partners.
Future Solutions offers franchise projects accompanied with relationships with globally 
recognized brands in multiple investment activities. Also, it provides investors (brand 
representatives) to invest under commercial representation umbrella. We can offer 
investment options for business partnerships between similar business activities.

Foundation of
Joint Ventures

Future Solutions offers financing solutions tailored to the nature of your business. Utilizing 
the smart partnership with finance houses and investors in UAE, we can introduce your 
project and find the needed financing for investment.

Project Finance

Import and Export
Consulting

Banking Procedures
Consulting
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/1

Future Solutions offers a wide range of specialized services in forming local companies or 
branches of foreign companies in UAE. Future Solutions has partnered with the Sharjah 
International Airport Free Zone Authority in UAE to establish investment projects. Our 
services include:

Foundation of Local Firms and
International Companies' Branches 

Establishment of local firms or branches 
of foreign companies in UAE. /2Carrying out the engineering 

and construction design, and 
the construction of industrial 
and commercial warehouses 
at the highest international 
standards according to the 
business activity nature and 
at lower construction cost.

/3Providing industrial and commercial 
land for obtaining or long term leasing 
in the investment areas in UAE.

/4Transaction follow up and 
termination./5Lease of industrial and commercial 

warehouses and offices.
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GUARANTEED
RESULTS

With over 12 years of 
experience supporting 

business to get 
comprehensive 

solutions.



RAISE TO
ROOF

By making specialized studies 
in reducing operating and 

production costs.



Geographic Coverage
by Future Solutions 

QatarSaudi ArabiaAustralia

Iraq

YemenLibyaJordanEgypt

Oman

UAE

EthiopiaMoroccoAlgeriaSudan

KenyaGhanaRwandaTanzania

SpainTurkeyChinaSouth Sudan

Malaysia

ThailandSwitzerland

Indonesia

Germany

Russia

France

BahrainKuwait
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In order to help you better make your decision, we have 
complied a list of questions that we are asked during the 
process of vetting a feasibility study company like ours. 
Here they are and if you think we are missing any, give us 
a call or shoot us an email and let us know!

Frequently
Asked
Questions

Frequently
Asked
Questions
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/
Unfortunately, due to travel costs and time needs, we would not be able to say 
on your website how much you would be charged for a study. We can tell you 
that if you contact us today with a few specifics, we can give you a price over 
the phone.  We can tell you that with all our projects, you are charge a 50% 
retainer. This retainer covers our travel costs and other reporting costs. The 
second payment of 50% is doing prior to you receiving your report. Contact us 
today for a detailed quote.

How much does a study cost?

/
Future Solutions typically will have your first draft, in your hands for review with-in 
30 days. If there is any delay on the part of interview phase of the project, your 
Future Solutions representative will be in constant communication of any delays.  
In some cases, the study can take 45 days but we like to under promise and over 
deliver.

How long will the study take to complete?

/ One thing we pride ourselves in is our easy to understand, highly detailed 
and advanced reports. In fact, over 20% of our yearly business is a client of 
our competitors coming to us to redo their work. Our studies can be used in 
every aspect of the development process. They are used to attract brands to 
your market, attract banks and investors to your project and bring corporate 
interest to your community.

What can I use the study for?
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/
We have both qualified and experienced professional staffs specialized in different 
industries. We provide service of that staff who is more suitable as per the client's 
requirement. Also, we serve with passion and personal touch. Our charges are really 
minimal compare to the industry standard but without compromising on the quality 
of the services.

Why do we need your services?

/
If required, we come over to discuss on requirement of client i.e., the assessment 
is free of charge. We provide lot of additional services without charge on package 
deals. Like incase of VAT services, we provide VAT Registration free of charge if 
signed for a year for return submission.

Do you provide any value-added services?

/
Of course! Our friendly and knowledgeable customer services reps are available to 
answer your questions 365/7/24.

Do you have customer service?
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/ What is the feasibility study contents? 

Introduction about project:
Executive Summary.
The brief description of the facility, including location, site contract and 
an overview of operations.
General & Scientific information about targeted products in the 
markets.
Suggested Products.
Targeted Customers

Market Study.

Marketing, market positioning, and market
entry strategies.

Technical Study:
Location Analysis.
Facility layout & planning (Conceptual design and General Equipment 
Arrangement).
Facility Fit-out and preparation for production.
Process flow diagram.
Machines and Equipment’s technical Study.
3 Quotations of Machines and Equipment (full production lines).
Power, water and other energy consumptions.
Work Breakdown Structure for the production facility.
Capital Cost “CAPEX” Estimation
Operational Cost “OPEX” Estimation.
Manpower and Resources List & wages.
Production Cost and Sale Prices.
Schedule of Business construction, commissioning and startup.
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Note: CAPEX and OPEX will be estimated according to an acceptable level of 
accuracy: +- 10 %. The best knowledge of estimation will be used to enhance the 
level of estimation accuracy to the maximum.

Financial Study:

Conclusion & Recommendations.

Base of Product pricing.
Revenue Volume Forecast.
Forecasted Sales.
Estimated Wages.
Balance Sheet.
Cash flow.
Ratio Metrics (Breakeven point, IRR , Depreciation,) 
Capacity & Prices
Revenue Forecast.
Total capital of investment and time period required to recover it.
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WE BUILD
TOMORROW

By providing strategical 
plans for private companies 

and government’s 
institutions.



Our Clients
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Clients Testimonials
What they say about us

Mr. Mohamed Al Maged – UAE

A truly different experience with Future Solutions, professional 
consultants who provide information with honesty and integrity.
Thanks,

Mr. Mohamed Saleh Al Qahtani – KSA

I recommend cooperating with Future Solutions from the stage 
of discussing the idea of the project and then establishing and 
managing the project through them.

Mr. Aklelo Tegest – ITALY 

I am glad to thank Future Solutions; we got a professional 
study for our project, which has an investment of more than 
8 million USD.

Ms. Asanti Kwami – Ghana 

Future Solutions helped us understand our industrial project with 
the latest technical, administrative and marketing methods, you 
are the most distinguished in the region.

Mr. Jeffery Fang – China

Through Future Solutions, we have succeeded in our industrial 
franchise systems to build J.V contracts in several countries 
in Middle East. Future Solutions really present business in a 
professional and up-to-date manner.
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Case
Studies
Case
Studies

Turnkey Projects:

Smart Factories.
Franchise Systems.
Brand Building.
Medical. 
Pharmaceutical
Plastics.
Food (Manufacturing & 
Repacking).
Disinfectants.

Turnkey Projects:

Detergents.
Cosmetics.
Oil Lubricants. 
Blocks.
Water and Beverages.
Online Platforms. 
Recycling.
Paper.
Diapers.

Turnkey Projects:

Manufacturing Plants.
Chemicals Plants.
Metal Containers.
Water Desalination.
Services Projects.
Hotel and Tourism.
Trade in Grains, 
Vegetables and Fruits.
TRANS and Shipping.

Type: Markets Potential, 
Markets Entry, Pricing, 
Consumer Analysis, etc..
Method: IDI
Industry: International Trade. 
Market: MENA & Africa.

Type: Market Entry; Market 
Analysis.
Method: IDI
Industry: Technology
Market: MENA & Africa.

Type: Consumer Analysis, 
Market Analysis & ROI.
Method: CATI
Industry: Education.
Market: Switzerland & UAE.

Exports of 
Manufactured Goods 
in Australia

Singapore 
Robotics Market

Branch of A 
European University
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Type: Technical, Economic, 
Financial, ROI, legal, and 
environmental considerations.  
Investment Capital: 18 M USD.
Industry: Medical.
Markets: MENA, Africa, 
Europe, US.

Type: Technical, Economic, 
Financial, ROI, legal, and 
environmental considerations.  
Investment Capital: 6 M USD.
Industry: Medical.
Markets: MENA, Africa, 

Type: Technical, Economic, 
Financial, ROI, legal, and 
environmental considerations.  
Investment Capital: 5 M USD.
Industry: Medical.
Markets: MENA & Africa.

Type: Technical, Economic, 
Financial, ROI, legal, and 
environmental considerations.  
Investment Capital: 32 M USD.
Industry: Medical.
Markets: MENA, Africa, 
Europe & US.

Type: Market Analysis
Investment Capital: 12 M USD.
Industry: Medical.
Markets: Singapore.

Type:  Feasibility Study.
Investment Capital: 4 M USD.
Industry: Medical.
Markets: MENA & Africa.

Type: Feasibility Study. 
Investment Capital: 1- 5 M USD.
Industry: Medical.
Markets: Bulgaria, UAE, Egypt, 
Sudan, Ethiopia. 

Type: Technical, 
Economic, Financial, 
ROI and legal. 
Investment Capital: 
0.3-1 M USD.
Industry: Medical.
Markets: MENA, Africa.

Type: Feasibility Study & Setup 
(Manufacturing). Investment 
Capital: 13 M USD.
Industry: Food.
Markets: MENA & Africa.

Syringes 
Manufacturing Plant  

IV Fluids 
Manufacturing Plant

Blood Collection Tube 
and lab containers 
Manufacturing Plant

Medical Supplies  
Manufacturing Plant

Cancer Diagnostic 
Tools Market Study

Medical Supplies 
Trading

Hospitals - Capacity of 
30 – 200 Beds

Medical 
Pharmacies

Edible 
Oil
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Type: Market Entry; 
Competitive Analysis
Method: Desk Research, IDI
Industry: Education
Markets: China.

Type: Customer Satisfaction
Method: CAPI
Industry: Events
Market: UAE, KSA, Qatar and 
Japan.

Type: Awareness, Attitudes & 
Usage Research, Consumer 
Analysis
Method: IDI
Industry: Technology
Market: China, India & Japan.

Type: Consumer Analysis, 
Market Analysis.
Method: CATI.
Industry: Technology.
Market: UAE, KSA, Rwanda, 
Hong Kong and Singapore.

Type: Market Potential; Pricing.
Method: TDI
Industry: Technology
Market: Global Market.

Type: Market Entry.
Method: Online Survey.
Industry: Gaming, Finance.
Markets: Europe &US.

Type: Markets Potential.
Method: TDI.
Industry: Sport.
Market: Brazil & Global.

Type: Market Overview; 
Competitor Analysis.
Method: Desk Research.
Industry: E-commerce.
Markets: China.

Type: Market Entry.
Method: Desk Research, IDI
Industry: Electricity.
Markets: GCC.

English Language 
Learner Study

Sports Event 
Study

Marketing And 
Education Platform Study

SMEs Market Study Technology Products 
Platform

NFT & Gaming Study

Marketing Football 
Players

Online Sellers 
V2 Study

Lithium-ion Battery 
Production Plant Study
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Type: Feasibility Study & 
Contributing in Setup.
Investment Capital: 1.3 B USD.
Industry: Oil and Gas.
Markets: Africa.

Type: Awareness, Attitudes & 
Usage Research, Consumer 
Analysis, Providers & 
Researchers.
Method: IDI
Industry: Technology
Market: China, India, Japan, 
South Korea, Taiwan & Spain.

Type: Awareness, Attitudes & 
Usage Research, Consumer 
Analysis & Developers. 
Method: IDI
Industry: Real Estate.
Market: UAE, KSA, Egypt, 
Morocco, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Turkey, India, 
Pakistan and Spain.

Type: Feasibility Study & Setup 
(Repacking). 
Investment Capital: 6 M USD.
Industry: Food.
Markets: MENA & Africa.

Type: Feasibility Study 
& Setup.
Investment Capital: 
1.5-4 M USD.
Industry: Food.
Markets: MENA & 
Africa.

Type: Feasibility Study
& Setup.
Investment Capital:
0.3-4 M USD.
Industry: Food.
Markets: MENA & Africa.

Type: Feasibility Study & 
Setup.
Investment Capital: 
0.5-12 M USD.
Industry: Chemicals.
Markets: MENA & 
Africa.

Type: Feasibility Study 
& Setup.
Investment Capital: 
0.8-15 M USD.
Industry: Food.
Markets: MENA, 
Russia, China & Africa.

Type: Feasibility Study 
& Setup.
Investment Capital: 
0.8-25 M USD.
Industry: Recycling.
Markets:  MENA.

Crude Oil Refinery Technologies & AI Real Estate 
Marketing

Edible Oil Biscuit Factory Food 
Repackaging

Detergent , Disinfectant 
& Cosmetics Factory

Water and Beverages 
Factory

PET,PE, PP Recycling 
Plant
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Awards
Winning

7+7+

Our
Advisors

27+27+

Completed
Projects

411+411+
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Get in Touch

Suite 1908, Horizon Towers D, Ajman, UAE.

Branches:

Contact Us: Follow Us on
Social Media:

Head Office:

+971 50 222 8494
+971 6 779 7006
+44 7458 933523
www.fsccd.com
projects@fsccd.com
info@fsccd.com

�

Cairo – Egypt�Guangzhou – China�Barcelona – Spain�

fsccd7
fsccd7
fsccd7

in/fsccd7
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